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Know His Worth 

We Must Know HIS Worth  

 

"Worthy are you, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power, for you created all 

things, and by your will they existed and were created." Revelation 4:11 

 

The worth of CHRIST is to be the most cherished and valued of all the things we understand. 

When we truly see HIS worth it is a game changer in the way we think and live - It possesses us 

with awe and wonder; it causes us to lose ourselves in the glory of HIS goodness, and the 

magnitude of HIS majesty.  

 

Additionally, HIS worth determines our response to HIS Word; the worth of HIS blood clarifies 

the power of its cleansing; and the worth of HIS majesty determines our obedience, sacrifice, 

service, and security. To see HIS worth is our deliverance from fear, striving, control, and pride.  

 

To see and know HIS worth gives us peace that surpasses all understanding, comfort in all HIS 

promises, joy in HIS guidance, trust in our surrender, and hope that can't be disappointed.  

 

It removes fear of making mistakes because we see how capable HE is in protecting us in our 

weaknesses. It empowers us to share HIM without fear of rejection because we see how big HE 

is and how small we are.  

 

The angels that are around the throne right now have so many eyes because the LORD wants 

them to see HIS worth and constantly declare it in heaven. Can we, by faith, believe in HIS 

worth and join those angels in declaring it on earth as it is in heaven?  



 

Take some time today to focus on the worth of CHRIST, and let it change you from the inside 

out. Read the verse above and enter into it with an open heart. Let it strengthen your faith in HIM 

who is so worthy of all our affection. 

 

-Chris Leeper, 40 Days of Hope 

 

 

Revelation 19:1 (ft Naomi Raine & Mav City Gospel Choir) Maverick City Music/TRIBL 

https://youtu.be/DyzBOu_liPw 

 

 

Events 

Prayer Force Website:  http://www.prayerforce.live/ 

Prayer Force Room Sign-Up 

Prayer Force Equipping Hour – Every other Tuesday at 1:00pm, Pacific 
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